Molecular dynamics simulations of certain RGD-based peptides from Kistrin provide insight into the higher activity of REI-RGD34 protein at higher temperature.
To determine the bioactive conformation required to bind with receptor aIIbb3, the peptide sequence RIPRGDMP from Kistrin was inserted into CDR 1 loop region of REI protein, resulting in REI-RGD34. The activity of REI-RGD34 was observed to increase at higher temperature towards the receptor aIIbb3. It could be justified in either way: the modified complex forces the restricted peptide to adapt bioactive conformation or it unfolds the peptide in a way that opens its binding surface with high affinity for receptor. Here, we model the conformational preference of RGD sequence in RIPRGDMP at 25 and 42 °C using multiple MD simulations. Further, we model the peptide sequence RGD, PRGD and PRGDMP from kistrin to observe the effect of flanking residues on conformational sampling of RGD. The presence of flanking residues around RGD peptide greatly influenced the conformational sampling. A transition from bend to turn conformation was observed for RGD sequence at 42 °C. The turn conformation shows pharmacophoric parameters required to recognize the receptor aIIbb3. Thus, the temperaturedependent activity of RIPRGDMP when inserted into the loop region of REI can be explained by the presence of the turn conformation. This study will help in designing potential antagonist for the receptor aIIbb3.